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Lord and Master of us all, Whatever our name or
Lord and Master of us all, Whatever our name, our
Lord and Master of us all, Whatever our name, our
Lord and Master of us all, Whatever our name or
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sign, _ _ We own thy sway, we hear thy call, We test our name _ or sign, We own thy sway, we hear thy call, We test our name _ or sign, We own thy sway, we hear thy call, We test our sign, _ _ We own thy sway, we hear thy call, We test our lives by thine. Our thoughts lie o - pen to thy sight; And lives, our lives _ by thine. Our thoughts lie o - pen to thy sight; And lives, our lives _ by thine. Our thoughts lie o - pen to thy sight; And lives, our lives by thine. Our thoughts lie o - pen to thy sight; And
na-ked to thy glance, Our secret sins are na-ked, na-ked to thy glance, Our secret sins are na-ked to thy glance, Our secret sins are

in the light Of thy pure countenance.

in the light Of thy pure countenance.

in the light Of thy pure countenance.

in the light Of thy pure countenance.
To thee our full humanity, Its joys and pains, be-
full humanity, Its joys, its joys and
full humanity, Its joys, its joys and
full humanity, Its joys and pains, be-
The wrong of man to man on 
long; The wrong of man to man on 
pains, belong; The wrong of man to man on 
long; The wrong of man to man on 

Thee inflicts a deeper wrong. Who 
thee inflicts a deeper, deeper wrong. Who 
thee inflicts a deeper, deeper wrong. Who 
thee inflicts a deeper, deeper wrong. Who
hates, hates thee, who loves, becomes There-in to hates, hates thee, who loves, becomes There-in to hates, hates thee, who loves, becomes There-in to hates, hates thee, who loves, becomes There-in to

thee allied; All sweet accords of hearts and thee, to thee allied; All sweet accords of hearts and thee, to thee allied; All sweet accords of hearts and thee allied; All sweet accords of hearts and
homes In thee are multiplied,
in homes In thee are multiplied,
in homes In thee are multiplied,
in homes In thee are multiplied,
in homes In thee are multiplied,
in homes In thee are multiplied.

dim. e rit.
dim. e rit.
dim. e rit.
dim. e rit.
dim. e rit.
dim. e rit.
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5122 Father, whate'er of earthly bliss W. C. Macfarlane 15
5138 Nearer, my God, to Thee W. Kohnhorst 20
5140 In heavenly love abiding H. R. Shelley 15
5141* O tarry thou the Lord's leisure C. R. Gale 10
5158 By the waters of Babylon Edward Broome 20
5175 Our Confession H. R. Shelley 15
5179 The Christ H. R. Shelley 12
5181* Have mercy upon me Harvey B. Gaul 10
5184 Lord of the harvest, Thee we hail W. Berwald 15
5185* O holy Saviour, Friend unseen W. Berwald 10
5191 The Lord is my Strength and Song Henry Hadley 20
5192 And ye shall serve the Lord our God Henry Hadley 15
5195 Abide with me W. H. Neidlinger 12
5196 The Silent Sea W. H. Neidlinger 15
5197* Awake up, my glory J. H. Rogers 15
5198* Beloved, if God so loved us J. H. Rogers 10
5199* Dost not wisdom cry? J. H. Rogers 15
5219* Holy Father, cheer our way Bruno Huhn 10
5220 My defence is of God Bruno Huhn 15
5245 Great is the Lord F. F. Harker 20
5248 O Lord, how manifold are Thy works Adolf Frey 15
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Anthems with the indication (*) are not difficult and are suitable for quartet or average chorus choir.
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